SME Banking Toolkit
With Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) banking toolkit, SMEs
can focus on running the business while the software handles
the ﬁnancial & business operations, accessible through a
convenient handheld device.

Leverage the power of
SME banking

Full-fledged transaction
support

Custom made for SME
needs

Expert advisory for SMEs
through direct connect
features

KEY FEATURES
The solution delivers a comprehensive ecosystem to serve the emerging needs of SMEs, including:

Automation of Routine Activities
• Accounting & Invoicing Module - SME can conveniently create, track, manage and reconcile
VAT invoices, pro forma invoices, advance invoices, amongst other ﬁnancial documents
• Inventory Management - Built-in tool to manage and store data of all the goods and
materials that the SME holds in stock
• Credit Facilities - The SME can request for loans to the bank in real-time, & the bank is in a
position to make a guided decision from the data collected speciﬁc to the SME on the
channel
• Payroll Services - This service manages the processing of employee salaries and the storage
of supporting documents for the same
• Purchase Module - Allowing the merchant to record purchases from the shop and the records
stored in the backend database under purchases for that merchant
• Document Management - All supplier invoices can be photographed and stored in the system
within the purchase record. The image is linked by the system to that record making it easy
to pull up later for reference when required
• Savings Module - The app comes with a savings wallet, where a merchant can deposit funds
from multiple wallets into the wallet as part of a savings scheme
• SME to SME Market Place - This is a value-add module on the platform bringing together
merchants into a single marketplace where they can interact and buy/sell merchandise from
one another
• Utility Payments - The platform is integrated to our third-party ecosystem, allowing the
merchant to query and make payments for bills, for instance; water & power

Dashboards
SME owners can view all daily operations/transactions and control business functions from a
single dashboard that avails by the minute and daily reports
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Combining best-in-class transaction banking with accounting,
invoicing and inventory management, is a one-stop shop for
ﬁnancial solution entrepreneurs’ need.

KEY BENEFITS
Single point access to multiple SME needs
To Banks

Maximise your SME
relationships and
grow business

Access SME data to
gain insights on their
behaviour and turnover,
allowing targeted
selling of bank products

Enable SMEs to manage
their day-to-day business,
freeing up signiﬁcant
service time for Banks

Increase in revenue in a
shorter period of time

To the SME players

One-stop shop for all
business operation
requirements

Cost-effective for SMEs,
saving on procuring

Easily apply for various
customised banking
products on a digital
platform
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